WEATHER / AIR BARRIER AS SPECIFIED

CAVITY BRICK TIES ANCHORED IN CONCRETE Core AS SPECIFIED

BRICK VENEER

ABOVE GRADE REINFORCEMENT
15M (#5) @ 24" o/c VERT
10M (#4) @ 24" o/c HORIZ

FLUSHING AND WEEP HOLES

MIN. DISTANCE AS REQ'D

GENERIC FORMED BRICK Ledge

BRICK Ledge REINFORCING
15M (#5) @ 18" o/c MAX

PARGE AND WATERPROOFING AS SPECIFIED

NEXCEM WALL FORMS

INTERIOR FINISH

HAMBRO FLOOR SYSTEM BEARING AS PER HAMBRO REQUIREMENTS

BELOW GRADE REINFORCING
15M (#5) @ 12" o/c VERT
10M (#4) @ 24" o/c HORIZ

TYPICAL SECTION

APPLICABLE WALL SYSTEMS — 8” R–8, 10” R–14. 12” R–22 or 14” R–28

TITLE: FLOOR CONNECTION

PROJECT: TYPICAL

SCALE: NTS

JOB NO: n/a

DWG NO: 